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The new Eclipse board game released a draft of it's rules recently. This board game is supposed 
to be a remake of the master of Orion video game. After reading the rules, I was really impressed 
with the game design. It is indeed inspired from master of orion and it is much closer to a 4x 
game that Twillight Imperium could be. 

Eclipse has a lot in common with the games I design because it use the concept of loose strategy 
games. They are games where you must take strategic decision, but where a bad move will not 
cost you the game. So it reduce the amount of thinking that needs to be done behind each action 
and makes player focus more on intuition and fun.

Now there are various ideas in Eclipse that actually unlocked ideas in my spellcraft game. For 
example: 

• Ship Design: In eclipse, you can design ship and starbase. I will use these models to 
create an army, monster herd and city configuration system. 

• Colony ship: Players will now be able to have a ship of fleet composed of various type of 
ships that they can use for troop mobilization or colonization. 

• Empire Maintenance and tracks: I already had an idea for something similar, but never 
materialize it. Eclipse use various track system that uncovers themselves when playing 
stuff on the board to reduce the time spent on counting resources and calculating 
maintenance.

Still even if Eclipse gave a lot of new ideas, it's still a completely different game. Here are the 
most important changes so far. 

• Action System:The first modification is the action system which has been converted to a 
fixed system. Player does not chose which action they do, they have to do them all at a 
specific phase. This is important if I want to easily add stuff from expansions or remove 
stuff for basic game play. Actions will be split in different phases (ex: civilization, 
military, magic) and players will perform various stuff in each phase. It's possible I give 
to ways of playing where the turn rotates between players like in most fantasy flight 
games, or where 1 player plays at a time. I would like the game to be compatible with 
both methods of play. 

• Configuration: Players will be able to configure their army with different unit types and 
their cities with various buildings. This will be done by placing tiles in a area of the 
player's dashboard, these configurations represents the players complete empire. Each 
configuration of unit represent 1 legion of troops, so during combat you simply multiply 



the number of units by the number of troops. Unique buildings will be able to be placed 
in metropolis. 

• Non-Cumulative gold: In order to remove the problem where adding more stuff to 
manage would split up the resource to spend, I decided to use instead a wealth level that 
will allow the player to buy anything below that level. The amount of things that can be 
purchased will be fixed by the game, and the budget management of the empire will be 
shifted toward the maintenance of the empire. So to raise his wealth, players will want to 
reconfigure his maintenance instead of changing the way he spends. There is also no 
accumulation of resources, so you cannot stack gold. for example. 

• Non-Cumulative Mana: This system is very interesting for magic. There was always a 
problem on determining who would the mana be shared between spells, enchantments, 
combat spells, etc. With the new system, the number of spell cast per turn and 
enchantment on the table will be fixed by the game, and the mana level will determine 
what you can use or what strength the spell will be. Very useful for combat where each 
round, player will be able to cast 1 spell <= mana level. So if you might 10 battles in a 
round it will not cost you more mana than 1 single battle. 

• Fleet: This is a new idea where players has a a certain amount of ship where each of them 
can be used once per turn for various purpose like colonization and invasion. The concept 
was further pushed by now having various type of ships which have various cargo space, 
combat capacity and movement restrictions. It might also be possible to place ships on 
the board to prevent enemy ships from entering an area. 

• Combat System: Another problem with the combat system is that there are various type of 
units with special ability. Making all of these abilities matter in a battle is a complete 
mess. I have designed a new Icon system, where each icon has a unique name. The more 
icons you have, the higher are the odds to either kill a unit or paralyse it. But target units 
can have defensive icons that counter some icons which reduce the effectiveness of the 
unit's attack. Spells like enchantment can also add various type of icons. So it create a 
simply system with a lot of flexibility and expandability to allow various types of units 
and spell effects. 

• New map: The new map system is still in design, but it looks very interesting. The maps 
is made of small tiles (a picture will be posted soon) that can be tiled with each other. 
Players start on a tile and when they explore, they randomly connect it to their tile. There 
are various restriction for building the world and when it's large enough, it is obvious 
how the tiles are connected to each other. Still this new exploration system really make 
the exploration more surprising like in the original video game. Special locations will 
also be placed off shore instead of only inland. This somewhat reflect the video game 
which often has small island with tower or nodes around the continents. 


